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Date: Tuesday :: August 22 :: 2006
< FaceIt >

I'm a hi-cut brief or boyshort kind of girl, preferably
cotton too. No matter what type of skivvies you wear,
these new security restrictions when you fly are
enough to get even your prettiest unmentionables in
a bunch. No lotions or gels in your carry-on?!?
What's scaly-skin girl to do?
Don't worry! When it comes to soft skin, just smooth
on some Silky Underwear.
This body lotion-in-a-powder-form by UK-based
company Lush can get a little messy, but hey, isn't
that what Ziploc bags are for? Don't mistake this with
your typical baby powder. Oh no. The fragrance of
Jasmine is your first clue. And the miniscule beads of
cocoa butter locks-in moisture better than anything
that prevents diaper rash.
If you're going to use this fly-friendly product, here's a
warning: make sure you exfoliate well before
applying. It is powder after all, and when I missed a
flaky spot on my knee, Silky Underwear stuck to it like a huge sign: "CRUSTY SKIN HERE!"
Lush may recommend you brush it on with a thick, fluffy, powder foundation-type brush. But I found it just as
easy to shake a little into your hand and then smooth it on.

Buy It!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

comments
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interesting!
Nice to know there are alternatives to the norm.
Thanks for the info!

< Binky >
08.22.2006
this is a funny name - i thought i was reading about underwear in a can, until i read through the review. funny
about the crusty skin thing, so what do you exfoliate with? any suggestions for that?

< sweetk >
08.22.2006
These new finds you have been reviewing are unique and really interesting. I have to admit when I first saw the
picture on the home page, I thought, oh gee something kinky. Very unexpected and cool. Thing is, does silky
get on your clothes much like talcum powder? Do you have to "dust off" after you apply to keep it from getting
all over the place and over your clothes?

< foxycat >
08.22.2006
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